Introduction.
Duffin and Schaeffer have recently shown [5] that if f(z) is an entire function of exponential type c<ir such that (i.i) £i/(x»)i2<*, -00
then for some K (independent of/(z)) (1.2) C\f(x)\*dx£ A-¿|/(X")|2
" -00 -00
provided that {X"} is an increasing sequence of real numbers such that |X" -n\ <L and |Xn+i -X"| ^5>0. This is the L2-analogue of the theorem, proved in different ways by Duffin and Schaeffer [6] and by B. Levin [8] , that f(x) is bounded if {/(X")} is bounded ; the cases of the two theorems when \n = n are due respectively to Plancherel and Pólya [il] and Cartwright [3] . The object of this paper is to replace (1.1), (1.2) respectively by (1. with constants H and K independent of/(z), for a wide class of functions 4>{t) which includes /" for p>0. The proof is quite different from that given by Duffin and Schaeffer for <j>(t) =/2; it involves a combination of ideas used by Plancherel and Pólya for X"=w, <¡>(t)=tv; an interpolation formula of Valiron; and Levin's estimates for a product with zeros at the X".
The precise statement of the theorem is as follows.
Theorem. Let f(z) be an entire function of exponential type such that (1.5) lim sup y1 log \f(iy)f( -iy) \ = 2c < 2t.
Let {X"} be a sequence of complex numbers, with\0 = 0, |\" -«| ^L, |X"+m-X"| >2ô>0 (m^O). Let ß(x) be a nondecreasing function such that \ß(x+L) In case (i) we can also, for example, take <j>(x)=erllx for x near 0 and it follows that if y^ exp { -1/|/(X")| } converges, then /"" exp { -H/\f(x)\ \dx converges for some H, a result which is new even when \n -n. Functions satisfying (1.6) have been discussed by Cooper [4] , who showed (in particular) that they satisfy <j>(x) ^Axa for x near 0.
A converse theorem, when <}>(t)=tp, was given by Plancherel and Pólya [il]: the convergence of
implies that of (1.9) £ *{«~«|/M } 71=-00 assuming only that the A" are real and |\"+m-XB| >25>0, m^O, with no restriction on the type of/(z) (except that it is finite). It is possible to modify the direct theorem, by using a Stieltjes integral instead of a sum on the right of (1.7), so that it includes this converse theorem. However, the converse actually holds for a wider class of functions <f> than that considered in the theorem, namely when <f>(t) is an increasing non-negative convex function of log /. A proof can be given by a modification of Plancherel and Pólya's method, but I shall not give it here. I note only the lemma that 2. An interpolation formula. We need the following lemmas.
•where {X"} satisfies the conditions of the theorem. Then G(z) is an entire function of exponential type ir, satisfying
wÂere j4 a«d C ( > 0) depend only on 5 <zw¿ L.
Lemma 1 was proved by Levin [8] ; less sharp estimates which would, however, be entirely adequate for our present purposes (and also for proving the boundedness of f(x) when {/(X")} is bounded) were given much earlier by Levinson [l0] . We may suppose instead of (1.5) that lim sup |;y|_1 log |/(¿y)| =c<7r as y->+ oo, since otherwise we can consider f(z)eiaz with a suitable real a; and then it follows by a Phragmen-Lindelöf argument that where R is a constant, and this is bounded for \y\ ^ 2L, say, since | 3(X») | ^L andg^4L + 3.
Hence 1^(2) is an entire function of exponential type bounded on four rays, any two consecutive ones of which make an angle of less than ir, and hence by a Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem \p(z) is bounded everywhere and so is a constant.
Finally, this constant must be zero, since for z = iy, \y\->°°, T\-->0, Ti->0, and Ti->0 because \iy-Xt| ->■» uniformly in (2.5).
Thus we have the formula
which is due to Valiron [12] . (Valiron's hypotheses are somewhat different, and it is somewhat easier to follow the lines of Valiron's proof with our hypotheses than to verify that our hypotheses imply his.) The same formula was established by Ahiezer [l] by another method under more general hypotheses which are irrelevant for our present purposes; the same degree of generality can be attained by Valiron's method by using a lemma of Boas [2, p. 479] .
3. Proof of the theorem. We shall now use for the first time the fact that the constants A and C of Lemma 1 depend only on L and ô and are otherwise independent of the position of the X".
Let m be an integer and put Xim)=X"+m-Xm, so that X^^O, |Xlm) -n\ £2L, and |Xim)-Xim)| ^25.
Let Gm(z) denote the function of Lemma 1,  formed with \^ instead of X". Then Gm(z) satisfies (2.1) and (2.2), with L replaced by 2L, A and C being independent of m. Let hm(z) =/(z+Xm) sin« r¡z, where now g^8L + 3 in case (i), and in case (ii) a is so large that £$(£8L+2~S) converges; the latter choice is possible because <f>(x) SAxa for small x and some positive a. If y\ is so small that qr]<Tr -c, hm(z) is of type less than w, and \hmQ^)\ g|/(Xn+m)| =0(1). Hence (2.6) applies to hm(z). Since P(z) is of degree q at most, and hm(z) has a g-fold zero at 0, P(z) =0 in this case and we have and so, by our choice of g, we have &» ^ 6*, where ¿>,t is independent of m and Z&* converges in case (i), ^4>(bk) converges in case (ii).
